The explosive growth of mobile multimedia services and applications are increasing the demand of access ability for the recent 5G networks. Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) techniques have been recently proposed for 5G to improve access efficiency through allowing multiple users to share the same spectrum resources in a non-orthogonal way. Low Density Superposition Modulation (LDSM) is one of the NOMA techniques with potential to support high spectral efficiency and massive connectivity. In this paper, we utilize Bare-bone Particle Swarm Optimization (BBPSO) algorithm with extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart to design degree distribution of LDSM. An optimized design of LDSM scheme has better convergence performance compared with conventional sparse code multiple access (SCMA) and pattern division multiple access (PDMA) scheme over fading channel. Furthermore, the designed irregular LDSM can significantly improve the overall system performance and edge user performance under the nearfar effect scenario. Simulation results validate that the proposed optimized LDSM can achieve about 1.0 dB gains compared to both SCMA and PDMA schemes.
communication standard. Coding-based NOMA schemes have some advantages in terms of massive connectivity and robustness. It is also illustrated that the NOMA scheme based on superposition transmission has obvious advantages over OMA in terms of sum-rate, user-fairness and schedulingflexibility. The authors in [21] proposed the design criterion of PDMA pattern matrix to maximize constellation constrained capacity (CC-Capacity) with a given maximum row weight. In [22] , a new optimized irregular SCMA codebook design is proposed in downlink system, where the rotated angles are introduced to make a joint design. The irregular SCMA codebook is designed based on the rotated angles and the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart. In [23] , it proposes a framework to analyze and design this iterative receiver for LDS-OFDM system using EXIT charts. However, these studies have focused mainly on signature matrix with small, in which may cause short cycle. Literature [24] proposes a new low density superposition modulation (LDSM) scheme to improve performance of NOMA. The progressive edge-growth (PEG) algorithm is applied to construct the LDSM signature matrix. The LDSM structure can be captured by a low density Tanner graph, which is similar to the low density parity check codes. Thus, the detection of LDSM could be based on message passing algorithm (MPA) presented in [25] . However, the systematic approach to design degree distribution of LDSM signature matrix is not given yet. Therefore, we propose a method to optimize the degree distribution of LDSM signature matrix.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is one of the most popular optimization algorithms [26] . It starts form a randomly distributed set of particles, the algorithms try to improve the solutions according to a fitness function. Although PSO is promising, inevitably it also tends to converge prematurely. In 2003, Kennedy proposed a novel Bare-bone Particle Swarm Optimization (BBPSO) algorithm, in which the traditional velocity term of PSO is eliminated and the position of each particle is randomly updated from the Gaussian distribution based on the information of personal best position (pbest) and the global best position (gbest) of particles [27] . In this paper, we take BBPSO algorithm to optimize the degree distribution of LDSM signature matrix.
II. CONTRIBUTIONS
In our investigation, a series of research works toward NOMA have been to improve the development of NOMA schemes. In this paper, the performance comparison between NOMA schemes is evaluated, from an optimization point of view, where optimal degree distribution is carried out to LDSM scheme.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• A uplink LDSM-OFDM system is proposed. The detail basic principles and transmission-reception algorithm of LDSM-OFDM scheme are described. The superposition process and key features for LDSM are represented.
• The LDSM-OFDM's turbo receiver is made of two basic components: MPA multi-user detector (MUD) and forward error correction (FEC) detector. The iterative detection between MPA MUD and FEC decoder is analyzed using EXIT charts. Furthermore, we describe the extrinsic information how to exchange between the two components.
• To the best of our knowledge, there is no study to optimize the degree distribution of LDSM signature matrix. Therefore, we propose the optimization problem for degree distribution of LDSM signature matrix. Based on the EXIT chart, we utilize the BBPSO algorithm to optimize degree distribution of LDSM signature matrix. EXIT chart analysis is provided to illustrate the design results.
• The fairness comparisons among designed LDSM and conventional NOMA schemes are also provided. It includes several scenario, as well as the performance against near-far effect problem. Results show that LDSM outperforms the corresponding NOMA schemes. Bit error rate (BER) performance is shown to verify the effective of the proposed BBPSO-EXIT optimization algorithm. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section III presents the LDSM-OFDM system model. Optimized degree distribution of LDSM based on BBPSO-EXIT algorithm is introduced in Section IV. We provide simulation results in Section V. Finally, Section VI includes the main conclusions of the paper.
III. LDSM-OFDM SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the uplink communications with J user equipments (UEs) transmitting to the same base station where the base station and each user are equipped with a single antenna. Fig.1 presents the block diagram of LDSM-OFDM system. At the transmitter, the coded binary information data sequence for user j is c j = c 1 j , c 2 j , . . . , c N j , where N is the length of the coded bits. After modulation, the modulation symbol vector x j = x 1 j , x 2 j , · · · , x K j is sorted into blocks which consist of L j symbols. Let b j a data vector of user j consisting of L j data streams and denoted as:
All users are assumed to transmit the same number of data streams. Let f j l = f j l,1 , · · · , f j l,S T ∈ C S×1 be the sparse spreading vector for the l th data stream of user j. F j = f j 1 , · · · , f j L j ∈ C S×L j is spreading signature for user j. Let define F = F 1 , F 2 , · · · , F J ∈ C S×N L as LDSM signature matrix. N L can be calculated as follows
LDSM signature matrix is constructed by PEG algorithm and PEG is a method for constructing Tanner graphs with large girth by progressively establishing edges in an edge-by-edge manner [28] . The signature matrix can be expressed as
A factor graph G(V , F) with LDSM signature matrix is depicted in Fig.2 , which contains N L variable nodes detector (VND), S function nodes detector (FND). The VND and the FND are connected which means that when f ij = 1 there is an edge between VND i and FND j. The messages are exchanged between the FND and the VND. The degree of VND is equal to d v , while the degree of FND is equal to d c which is represented the limited number of symbols that are allowed to transmit on each sub-carrier. Each user will experience interference from only a small number of other data symbols at each sub-carrier. The advantages of the LDSM-OFDM are its ability to support high loads while maintaining affordable receiver complexity and good performance. The overloading factor L is defined as
A superposition process for user j is shown in Fig.3 . User j has L j data layers, every data symbol b j l of user j gets a coding vector s j l
For user j, the LDSM coding vector z j with size of S × 1 is the sum of coding vectors from the L j symbols in user j.
Let z j = (z j 1 , · · · z j S ) T denotes the coding vector belongs to user j after spreading superposition process which is given by
z j is then mapped into subcarriers in the OFDM symbol. In the receiver, users' signal that are using the same subcarrier will be superimposed. The superimposed-signal vector y is expressed as
where g j = g 1,j , . . . , g S,j T represents the j-th user's channel coefficient, and n is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with zero mean and variance σ 2 . In order to get better diversity gain of LDSM-OFDM system, we propose a BBPSO-EXIT optimisation algorithm to optimize the degree distribution for LDSM signature matrix. 
IV. OPTIMIZED LOW DENSITY SUPERPOSITION MODULATION BASED ON BBPSO-EXIT A. EXIT CHART ANALYSIS
The EXIT chart is useful to predict the convergence behaviour of the iterative decoder process, and it has been used in designing systems with iterative operations [29] . In this section, we focus on the EXIT computation to analyse the information transfer between LDSM MUD and users's FEC decoders with iterations on multi-path fading channels. This would help us find design guidelines to improve the performance of LDSM-OFDM system. There exist two iterative processes: inner and outer iterative processing for MPA MUD and the FEC decoders, respectively. In order to compute an EXIT function, the decoder's input is comprised of the a priori log-likelihood ratio (LLR) denoted by L a , and its output extrinsic LLR is denoted by L e . We model a priori LLR L a as an independent zero-mean Gaussian random variable n A with variance σ 2 A . A priori LLR L a can be calculated by
where
x ∈ ±1 is the original bit that the encoder's input bits after binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulated. The probability density function can be expressed as
So the mutual information I A = I (X ; L a ) is calculated as follows [30] For abbreviation we define
with lim σ →0
As shown in Fig.4 , L(·) denotes the LLRs of the bits concerned, where the subscript i indicates inner decoder, while o corresponds to outer decoder component. Additionally, the subscripts a and e denote the dedicated role of the LLRs with a and e indicating a priori and extrinsic information, respectively. The incoming messages for MPA MUD are the received signal y from channel, as well as the a priori information L i,a . The MPA MUD outputs extrinsic information L i,e . The soft bits L i,e are passed to the FEC decoders as a priori information L o,a . The extrinsic information L o,e generated by the FEC decoder is then fed back to the MPA MUD as the a priori information L i,a .
For the computation of the EXIT curve of MPA MUD, the input mutual information I i,a is set with given initial value firstly. The noise variance σ A is calculated using the inverse function σ A = J −1 (I i,a ) according to equation (11) . Then σ A is used to generate the priori LLRs L i,a . Observe in Fig.4 , the received signal y and the priori LLRs L i,a are passed to MPA MUD. The extrinsic information L i,e is exported by the MPA MUD. The output mutual information I i,e is calculated by the soft bits L i,e . The LLR of a bit c k can be written as
where P(c k ) denotes the probability of bit c k and P (c k = +1) + P (c k = −1) = 1. Its entropy is defined as
The output mutual information I i,e is defined as
The same procedure can be calculated the EXIT curve of FEC decoder. The mutual information is calculated the average for all users'.
The EXIT mismatch between MPA MUD and FEC decoders may lead to degraded performance in the iterative detection and decoding system. Therefore, it is interesting to derive a valid algorithm to match these two component EXIT charts. The EXIT chart can be used to obtain an estimate on the BER performance [30] . After a given number of iterations, the soft output on the coded bits can be written as the sum of the extrinsic information and the a priori information. It can be defined as
It assumes independence between a priori information and the extrinsic information. The BER can be written as
where σ 2 is variance and u is mean. As we know, the BER performance of the LDSM is mainly determined by its degree distribution. As a result, the most important issue is to find an optimal or near optimal degree distribution for the LDSM. Let m = m 1 , m 2 , · · · , m D v denotes the degree distribution of VND for LDSM. Let n = n 1 , n 2 , · · · , n D c denotes the degree distribution of FND for LDSM. Therefore, the task of degree distribution optimization can be converted to solve the following optimization problem:
The minimum threshold is the minimum channel SNR(dB). m i denotes the degree distribution of variable node of degree i. n j denotes the degree distribution of function nodes of degree j.
B. BBPSO-EXIT ALGORITHM
The idea of BBPSO algorithm is described that they will search personal optimization result in the solution space and label it with pbest. Then they compare all the personal optimization result to get the global optimization result with the label gbest and gbest is the particle which obtain the gloal optimization result. In BBPSO algorithm, X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x W } is the set of particles, which each particle x i = (x i1 , x i2 , · · · , x iD ) T denotes the candidate solution, m and n are the number of particles and the number of dimensions of problem, respectively. For particle i, the position at iteration (t + 1) is updated as follows:
x ij is the j-th dimension of the i-th particle. u ij is a Gaussian distribution of mean. N (0, 1) represents a standard Gaussian random variable with mean of 0 and deviation of 1. P i,j is the personal best position for the j-th dimension of the i-th particle. G i,j is the global best position for the j-th dimension of particles.
The proposed BBPSO-EXIT algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Algorithm 1 :BBPSO-EXIT Algorithm 1: Initialize: the number of particle W , the number of iterations T , the number of dimensions D. Randomly initialize each particle x ij ∈ [0, 1]. Calculate the fitness value α. Calculate the initial position of each particle. Calculate the pbest and the gbest. 2: for t = 1: T do 3: for i = 1: W do 4: Calculate the fitness value α according to equation (15) . Update the pbest and gbest. 5: if α(P i,j (t + 1)) < α(P i,j (t)), update P i,j ; 6: else P i,j is unchanged. 7: if α(G i,j (t + 1)) < α(G i,j (t)), update G i,j ; 8: else G i,j is unchanged. 9: end for 10: end for 11: return the best fitness
C. OPTIMISATION RESULTS
We perform the BBPSO-EXIT algorithm to obtain a optimal degree distribution under tapped delay line (TDL)-C-1000ns channel [31] . The number of particle W is 30.The number of iterations T is 20. The number of dimensions D is 2. Table 1 shows the optimal degree distribution results for LDSM with different overloading factor condition. The corresponding EXITs analysis are shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 . In the figure, the contour plot of the estimated coded BER using (17) are also presented as a reference. As shown in Fig.5a , it is easy to see that the iterative process will successfully converge and achieve a small BER which is less than 10 −4 for LDSM. It can be seen that the MPA MUD 's mutual information I i,e for LDSM intersects with the decoder curve later than that for SCMA and PDMA. The simulated SNR threshold is around 4.5dB. Fig.5b shows the EXIT curves of NOMA schemes at different values of SNR and end up with the same value of I i,e . Observe from the figure that the LDSM scheme with optimization degree distribution can obtain 1.0dB, 1.0dB gains compared with SCMA and PDMA schemes, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the design example for the case of overloading factor 200%. Fig.6a shows the EXIT curve of VOLUME 7, 2019 NOMA schemes. From Fig.6a , we can see that when channel E b /N 0 is 5.0dB, the MPA MUD 's mutual information I i,e for LDSM is larger than SCMA and PDMA. Observe from the Fig.6b , when channel E b /N 0 is 6.0dB, the MPA MUD 's mutual information I i,e for NOMA schemes are same. According to the predictions of the EXIT chart, the LDSM scheme with optimization degree distribution can achieve 1.0dB,1.0dB gains compared with SCMA and PDMA schemes, respectively.
V. SIMULATION RESULT
In this section, simulation results are provided to evaluate the error performance of the uplink LDSM, PDMA and SCMA schemes. The detailed simulation parameters are shown in Table 2 . Multiple UEs are assumed to share the same physical resource blocks (PRBs) to transmit signals. The number of users, spectral efficiency (SE) per user and transmission bandwidth are identical for NOMA chemes to secure the comparison fairness. PDMA pattern matrix in [21] and SCMA codebook in [32] are used. LDSM, SCMA and PDMA employ the MPA receiver for the iterative detection. Assuming the TDLC-1000ns with ideal channel estimation. Assuming 6 UEs with overloading factor of 150%. Fig.7 shows the BER performance of NOMA schemes. SE per user is 0.25bps/Hz with QPSK and half code rate. As we can see from Fig.7 , LDSM achieves 1.0dB, 1.0dB SNR gain as compared with SCMA and PDMA at target BER 10 −4 , respectively. In Fig.8, 8 UEs with overloading factor is 200%, LDSM achieves 1.0dB, 1.0dB SNR gain as compared with SCMA and PDMA at target BER 10 −4 , respectively. Therefore, our EXIT chart predictions are consistent with the simulation results.
Considering near-far effects, a stronger signal is received at the base station from nearby center user and the weak signal is transmitted by far edge user. The multi-user interferences (MUIs) in the edge users are higher than the MUIs of near users. The near far environment can large deteriorate performance of the edge users. Then the system performance is degraded due to the poor performance of the edge users. Therefore, to investigate the MUIs effects for near far problem, we divide users into two group, near group with half users and edge group with half users. Fig.9 and Fig.10 describe the case with near-far effect and the power difference Pd = 6dB. Overloading factor is 150%, for the average performance of all UEs, we can see that LDSM achieves 1.0dB, 1.0dB SNR gain as compared with SCMA and PDMA at target BER 10 −4 in Fig.9a . As shown in Fig.9b , for the performance of edge UEs, the LDSM achieves 1.0dB, 1.0dB SNR gain as compared with SCMA and PDMA at target BER 10 −4 . Overloading factor is 200%, for the average performance of all UEs, we can see that LDSM achieves 1.0dB, 1.0dB SNR gain as compared with SCMA and PDMA at target BER 10 −4 in Fig.10a . As shown in Fig.10b , for the performance of edge UEs, the LDSM achieves 1.0dB, 1.0dB SNR gain as compared with SCMA and PDMA at target BER 10 −4 . LDSM can get diversity gain and can improve not only the overall performance but also the edge users' performance.
Due to the sparsity of the signature matrix, the same MPA MUD is applied to LDSM, SCMA, and PDMA. We compute the total NOMA detection and turbo decoding complexity of NOMA schemes at the receiver for the iterative detection combining with the channel decoding, and the number of external iteration and that of internal iteration are 4 and 3, respectively. For the sake of statistic, one bit comparison operation is equal to one bit addition operation, while one bit multiplication operation equals eight bits addition operations. Taking the external and internal iterations into account, Table 3 shows the decoding operations per information bit and the relative complexity percentage as compared to LDSM with d c = 5. Obviously, the complexity of LDSM with d c = 5 is highest, it grows exponentially with d c . Therefore, we can carefully design the LDSM signature matrix and the decoding algorithm to achieve a good performance with the relatively low complexity.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the optimization degree distribution of LDSM based on BBPSO-EXIT algorithm to exploit frequency diversity gain. The convergence behavior for MPA MUD and the FEC decoder was also proposed. Both EXIT analysis and simulation results proved that the performance of LDSM outperforms SCMA and PDMA. Bit error rate performance was shown to verify the effective of the proposed BBPSO-EXIT optimization algorithm. Therefore, it can be concluded that the LDSM is an attractive multiple access scheme for mobile multimedia services.
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